Notice to the Members about online CPE

The Institute has launched online CPE for its members from current F/Y 2075/76. With the activation of online CPE service, members can easily attain CPE by registering their name and agreeing the instructions and answering the questions. We request you to visit ICAN website: www.ican.org.np for taking online CPE.

Instructions:
It is also notified that before starting online CPE, please read the instructions carefully.

- In the initial phase members can obtain maximum of 15 credit hours that can be used either for membership or COP renew.
- Different topics will be given; among them the member can choose any 3 topics for 15 CPE credit hours i.e. 5 credit hours for each topic.
- Members are not allowed for repetition of same topics for obtaining CPE. CPE credit hours will not be granted for the same topic if attempted twice or more.
- If the member fails to obtain the minimum pass mark i.e. 50 percent, members will be granted maximum of 3 chances for examination from the same fee paid by the member.
- 15 days will be granted for online CPE for member after login. Login password cannot be used once 15 days after first log in was done.
- 10 questions will be asked for each 5 hour online CPE. At least 50% marks is required for getting CPE.
- Members must pay fee for CPE login access.
- Members can pay the fee through e-sewa, Nabil Network, Debit or Credit Card, Cash and by depositing Cheque in favor of ICAN.
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